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Final Report 

Project Title: Nuclear Waste Criticality Analysis 

Principal Investigator: William G. Culbreth 

Covering the Period: 1 July 1995 - 30 June 1996 

Date: July 3, 1996 

Summary: 

This report summarizes the work that was conducted under this project. Due to the 
termination of the cooperative agreement between the USDOE and UNLV, funds were 
unavailable fiom the grant after February 28, 1996. 

The control of criticality in spent nuclear fuel is necessary during all phases of fuel management 
during storage, transportation, and permanent disposal. The work completed to date is described 
below. The tasks indicated in the original proposal include: 

Task 1 -- Seek coverage by an approved quality control program. 
Task 2 -- Review documents related to criticality. 
Task 3 -- Attend criticality meetings and workshops. 
Task 4 -- Maintain an expertise in criticality. 

The current work is covered by the University of Nevada System QA plan. 

Work Completed to Date: 

1. Review of documents. 

Based on task #2, the YMPSCO requested a review of contractor reports related to criticality. 
Two documents have been reviewed including: 

a. MPC Subsystem Nuclear Criticality Safety Strategy: An Overview 
b. Criticality Safety Strategy for Spent Nuclear Fuel Packages: An Overview 

Copies of the reviews are included in appendix A. Other reports are currently in review. 

2. Topical Reports 

A number of topical reports were prepared based on the findings of the research. These 
reports are included in the appendices: 



1. Culbreth, W. G, “Nuclear Criticality Analysis of the Oklo Natural Reactors,” UNLV/WPP 
96.02, June 1996, 23 pages. 

1. Culbreth, W. G., and Steeps, L., “A Program for the Criticality Analysis of the Oklo Natural 
Fission Reactors,” UNLV/WPP 96.01, February 1996,25 pages. 

2. Culbreth, W. G., “What is Nuclear Criticality and Why is it of Concern at Yucca Mountain?, 
U N L V M P  1995.01, October 25, 1995, 7 pages. 

3. Culbreth, W. G., “Concentration of Fissile Plutonium and Uranium due to Burnup and 
Enrichment,” UNLV/WPP 96.03, June 25, 1996, 11 pages. 

3. Meetings Attended 

As part of this research, Dr. Culbreth, Dr. James Ventresca, and Loiuse Steeps made several 
visits to the Yucca Mountain Project Office to discuss nuclear criticality issues. Dr. Culbreth 
attended the Disposal Criticality Control and Burnup Credit Status Meeting held on March 20-21, 
1996 at the YMPO in Las Vegas and presented papers at the 1996 High-Level Radioactive Waste 
Management Conference held in Las Vegas in May 1996. 

4. Researchers on the Project 

In addition to Dr. Culbreth, Louise Steeps and Dr. James Ventresca served as staff on the 
project. Ms. Steeps derived many of the equations used to describe the OMo reactors. She also 
collected research material and assisted in the programming. Dr. Ventresca developed computer 
software to model advection and diffision in a natural underground reactor. He also contributed 
to the criticality studies. 

5. Other Reports 

Quarterly reports were filed throughout the period of research. These have already been 
submitted to the DOE. 
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Nuclear Criticality Analysis 
of the 

Oklo Natural Reactors 

Abstract 

The natural reactors that occurred in Gabon, Africa over 2 billion years ago present 
an interesting analog to the underground repositories proposed around the world for the 
long-term storage of high-level spent nuclem fiel. Many articles have been written 
concerning the low migration rates of actinides and fission products from the Oklo 
reactor sites, but Oklo also presents researchers with an opportunity to discover the 
conditions that led to nuclear criticality in uranium oxides with low enrichments. A 
computer model was developed to predict the coditions that were necessary to lead to 
criticality in the Oklo reactors. Critical core dimensions and infinite multiplication 
factors are presented as a function of time, the porosig of the host rock, and the water 
and uranium content of the 
sandktone deposits at Oklo. 
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I. Introduction 5 

reactors i The natural 
discovered in 1972 at the Oklo 
site in the Republic of Gabon, 
Atiica', provided nuclear 
waste researchers with an , 
invaluable natural analog to the 
proposed underground nuclear 

Mountain, Nevada 

I I 

2 m.m - I  YE* -1 cmm -5 m.0 waste repository at Yucca Tm@ b*.nMlb w 6 l  

Figure 1 Natural Enrichment of Uranium 

Operation of these natural reactors began approximately 2 billion years ago when the 
natural enrichment of uranium exceeded 3.5% as shown in figure 1. This was well above 
the current level of 0.714% and in the presence of a suitable moderator, such as water, 
natural deposits of uranium were capable of sustaining a chain reaction. To date, meen 
natural fission reactors have been unearthed in the sedimentary deposits at the Oklo site. 

Many of the fission products generated at the Oklo site have migrated only a very short 
distance from the reactor cores over the past 2 billion years. This is predominately due to 
the retention of the fission products within the crystals of uraninite found within the 
reactor 
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Background of the Oklo Reactors 
Core thickness 

The Oklo reactors were discovered by 
French scientists analyzing uranium samples 
mined from the site. They discovered that 
the enrichment of uranium within certain 
pockets of highly concentrated U02 were 
depleted in fissile uranium, U-235. The 
average level of enrichment in uranium 
deposits around the world averaged about 
0.72%, yet the Oklo samples had as little as 

Figure 2 Geometry of an Oklo Reactor 0.2% fissile uranium. A logical cause of this 
uranium depletion was nuclear fission since 
this decreased the effective enrichment of 
fissile U-235 in fertile U-238. Further 

evidence of nuclear fission was obtained from an isotopic analysis of the mined samples. 
The samples contained fission products including technitium-99, plutonium-23 9, thorium- 
232 and isotopes of neptunium, americium, and curium. 

The typical Okio reactor is shown in figure 2. Evidence of sustained fission reactions 
only occurred in Oklo uranium deposits with a thickness of over 15 cm. The core of the 
reactors contained 25% to 70% UO 2 in the form of uraninite crystals in sandstone. The 
crystal diameters were 1 to 200 Fm. The surrounding sandstone contained roughly 1% 
UOz in the form of pitchblende. At the time of reactor operation, there were no significant 
quantities of natural neutron poisons, such as boron, lithium, or rare earth elements, in the 
vicinity of the reactors. 

The reactors were buried 3 to 5 km below the surface of the earth at the time that they 
became critical. The ambient temperature and at that depth was 130°C with pressures of 
80 to 100 MPa. The reactors operated over a period of 100,000 to 150,000 years and 
released approximately 16,500 megawatt-years of heat. Due to the long time interval of 
reactor operation, the typical heat output of an individual reactor was only on the order of 
tens or hundreds of watts. 

As seen in figure 2, the reactors were composed of a flattened core or “lens” 
containing a high concentration of uranium in sandstone. The reactors were formed within 
a layer of sandstone inclined at 40” with respect to horizontal. The porosity of the 
sandstone is approximately 30%. 

During reactor operation 2 billion years ago, the heat generated by each reactor caused 
convection currents to be generated in the porous sandstone surrounding the reactor core. 
Peak temperatures within the reactors reached 600°C and hot water passing through the 
reactor carried silica away from the core to be deposited in the surrounding sandstone. 
Several authors6 believe that these convection currents were also responsible for removing 
uranium dioxide from pitchblende in the surrounding sandstone and depositing this 
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material into the reactor core as uraninite crystals. This may be the cause of the 
concentrations of up to 70% U02 found in the reactor cores today. High temperature 
water generated by the reactors was responsible for changing the mineralogy of the 
sandstone near the reactor cores into clays. 

The Oklo reactors generated low levels of heat for several hundred thousand years and 
may have operated in a cyclic manner as described by Kuroda2d with a periodic 
temperature variation. Fission products and their -daughters are currently found in the 
vicinity of the reactor sites indicating that little migration of these isotopes have occurred 
in the intervening 2 biIlion years. The ability of the OMo sites to retain radioactive fission 
products and actinides has often been used to support international plans to store high- 
level nuclear waste in underground repositories. Oklo also presents researchers with an 
opportunity to investigate the situation that led to the onset of fission in the uranium 
deposits of Gabon, Africa. In consideration of the Yucca Mountain site, are the Oklo 
reactors a good analog? Can the long-term degradation of the spent fuel at Yucca 
Mountain lead to a critical mass of uranium in the presence of water? If critical 
conditions do occur, will spent fuel at Yucca Mountain behave like the uranium deposits 
at Oklo by releasing low levels of heat over a long period of time? If criticality occurs in 
spent fuel, will the resulting convection currents serve to concentrate uranium into the 
reactor core as hypothesized at OMo? 

Since the operation of the OM0 reactors depended upon the existence of conditions 
suitable to sustain fission, criticality analyses of the site are crucial. Parametric studies of 
nuclear criticality at Oklo have been carried out by Naudet 14~15 where he considered the 
required reactor core thickness. Naudet also investigated the effect of varying water 
content, time, and temperature on nuclear criticality at the Oklo site 

In this study, a computer program was written to analyze the conditions that led to 
criticality at Oklo. The program was used to assess minimum reactor core thickness and 
neutron multiplication factors as functions of rock porosity, uranium concentration, pore 
saturation, and time. The program will be used as the basis of further modeling of the 
Oklo reactors where convection currents generated by the heat released by fission can be 
modeled. 

It. Theory 

Several techniques are available to determine the effective neutron multiplication 
factor, ke, of the Oklo uranium deposits. MCNP and SCALE are two popular Monte- 
Carlo simulation programs in common use for reactor analysis. Both programs have also 
been used to analyze spent reactor fuel using appropriate cross-section tables. An older 
technique based on the steady, 2-energy group neutron diffision equation was used here 
The resulting computer program was used to allow parameters to be easily modified. 
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Two-Group Neutron Difision Theory 

Two group reactor theory served as the basis for this analy~is’~. The reactors were 
assumed to be in the form of one-dimensional slabs extending in an infinite plane as shown 
in figure 3. The steady-state one dimensional dfision equation may be written for both 
the core and the surrounding “blanket” of sandstone containing 1% UOZ: 

Core: 

Blanket: 

where: 

and, 

V2@c + B:@c = 0 

B, = material buckling in the core (Urn). 
BB = material buckling in the blanket (l/rn). 
M = migration length (m). 

The boundary conditions between the core, blanket, and surrounding material are 
shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 3 Geometry of the Reactor Model 
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Br (2,+4-+d)=O z=zg +d, +d 

z=z +d 

Q 2  9 - B r  +r = 0 

z=-z, -d, 

z = - z ~  -dr -d  

- Qr (-Zg - d r  -d)=O 

Figure 4 Boundary Conditions 

The four boundary conditions needed to solve equations 1 and 2 are given by equations 4- 
7: 

4 = o  
r=O 
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where, 
neutron flux (neutrons/m2-s). 
material buckling (Urn). 
extrapolated distance (m). 
blanket thickness (m). 
half-thickness of the core (m). 
difision coefficient for neutrons (m2/s). 

In a steady-state reactor, the effective multiplication factor is unity. It may be 
expressed in terms of the idkite multiplication factor and the non-leakage probabilities for 
both fast and thermal neutrons: 

= B2; + I][ B 2 i  + 11 

( 8) 

Using 2-group theory, equation 8 can be solved for the buckling in terms of the thermal 
diffusion length, L, the slowing down length, L,, and the migration length, M: 

B 2 z J  M4 +4L:  L2(k,  -1) - M 2  
2 Lt L2 

( 9) 

These equations may be solved simultaneously to obtain the following transcendental 
equation: 

-- DBBB tan(B,z,) tanh[B,(z, - zg) ]  = 0 
D C B C  

z, = zg +db- +d  

( 10) 

where d is the extrapolated thickness outside the blanket. Equation 10 gives the critical 
core thickness as a hnction of the material buckling coefficients in the core and in the 
blanket material. The neutron flux in each region is given by equations 11 and 12. 
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Multiple Subcritical Lavers Surrounding the Core 

The same analysis can be used for multiple “blankets” on the outside of the core. For 
two blankets with varying concentrations of uranium, the transcendental equations 
become: 

where, 
core half-thickness (m). - - Z1 

z 2  = blanket #1 thickness (m). 
z 3  = blanket #2 thickness (m). 
z, - - 2 1  f ~2 + ~3 + d 

The neutron flux in the core and in the two blankets is given by: 
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IlI. Computer Programs 

Equations 8 through 12 were solved using MathCad 6.0 by Mathsofi, Inc. A copy of 
the resulting program, OKLO'2, is found in report #UNLV/WPP 96.01. MathCad 
allowed equations to be solved in their original form using conventional symbols for the 
variables. 

The program solved the 2-group, 1 -dimensiond,- steady neutron diffusion equation for 
a simulated Oklo reactor. Absorption cross sections were coirected for temperature and 
for the most probable neutron. The report also contained graphs of the neutron flux and 
neutron current density expected in the reactor.. 

N. Results 

The O n 0  program was used to predict critical core thickness and neutron 
multiplication factors as fbnctions of time, uranium concentration, and water content. 
Some initial assumptions were necessary to cany out the calculations. 

The sandstone ore was assumed to have a porosity of 30%. The mixture of material 
that made up the core and the blanket was assumed to contain U02, Si02, Fe203, Al203, 
and water. Unless otherwise indicated, the pores of the sandstoneAJO2 mixture were 
assumed to be fblly saturated with water. The temperature of the reactor was assumed to 
be 120°C to correspond to the conditions at reactor startup. 

The blanket thickness was assumed to be 1 meter. The results of the MathCad 
program indicated that the neutron flux decreased to zero well within the boundaries of a 
blanket with this thickness. 

Minimum Uranium Concentration 

At Oklo, evidence of sustained nuclear fission in uranium ore deposits only existed 
where the concentration of UOz exceeded 15%. This is verified by the results shown in 
figure 5 .  

The minimum concentration of U02 needed to sustain a chain reaction is given by the 
infinite multiplication factor, k. For the conditions that existed at Oklo, this value 
exceeded unity when the concentration of U02 was greater than 14.2%. As seen in the 
figure, there is a wide range of concentrations that can sustain criticality. Once the 
concentration of U02 exceeded 14.2%, it was not diflicult to maintain critical conditions. 
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Figure 5 Criticality Parameters versus U02  Concentration 
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Figure 6 Critical Core Thickness versus UOz Concentration 
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Critical Core Thickness 

The computational model that was used to simulate an Oklo reactor assumed that a 
thick blanket of 1% U02 surrounded a thin core. Figure 6 shows the minimum core 
thickness required to maintain criticality under these conditions. 

. -  
The blanket served as a source of neutrons and decreased neutron losses 

leakage. As a result, the blanket decreases the required thickness of a critical slab 
due to 
core by 

about 10% as seen in the figure. The minimum thickness required for klly saturated, 30% 
porosity sandstone was as little as 45 cm. The minimum thickness was less that 1 meter 
for UOZ concentrations ranging from 18% to over 80%. The computed thickness agreed 
well with the evidence from Oklo where the minimum thickness of a reactor core was 
typically on the order of 50 cm. 

Change in with Time 

It is not possible to sustain fission in a reactor unless the value of k, exceeds 1. Due to 
the halflife of U-235, the natural enrichment of uranium has decreased from about 3.5% at 
the time of operation of the Oklo reactors 2 billion years ago to the current enrichment 
level of only 0.714%. Figure 7 demonstrates how the value of k, decreased over time for 
several different U02 concentrations. 

With a concentration of only 15% U02, the typical Oklo reactor would have ceased 
finctioning approximately 1.9 billion years ago. For a higher concentration of 45%, 
operation would have been possible until 1 billion years ago. The natural reactors at Oklo 
contained anywhere from 15% to 70% U02. 

Figure 8 shows the change in natural enrichment over time from a value of 3.5% when 
the Oklo reactors began operating. The data shows that one meter thick deposits of 45% 
UOZ were capable of sustaining fission up until 1.25 billion years ago. For concentrations 
of 25%, 35%, and 45%, a critical core thickness of less that one meter was possible 2 
billion years ago. 
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Figure 8 Critical Core Thickness versus Time and U02  Concentration 
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Figure 7 Change in the Infinite Multiplication Factor over Time 



Effect of Porosity 

Sandstone typically has a porosity of 20% to 30%. Porosity is defined as the volume 
of voids within a sample of rock or soil to the total volume. By assuming that all pores in 
the sandstone were filly saturated, it is possible to observe changes in k, and the critical 
core thickness with porosity. Are the conditions that lead to criticality highly dependent 
on porosity? The answers are observed in figures 9 and 10. 

i .4 

1.2 

1 

0.8 
lnfintte 

Mufflplkatlon 
Factor 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0 10 20 30 70 80 

I 

90 100 

Figure 9 Infinite Multiplication Factor versus Porosity 

For a UOz concentration of 15%, the optimal porosity of the host sandstone is 15%. 
The infinite multiplication factor remains above unity for the porosity range of 9% to 32%. 
Thus, the Oklo site with a porosity of approximately 30% was near optimal. Optimal 
porosity increases with U02 concentration. As the convection currents generated by the 
reactor heat removed Si02 from the reactor core, porosity may have increased. An 
optimal porosity for 45% UO;? was about 40%. For the range of uranium concentrations 
analyzed, the optimal porosity ranged from 30% to 40%. 

The critical core thickness was sensitive to porosity when uranium concentrations were 
low as shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Critical Thickness versus Porosity 

The lowest concentration of U02 that was capable of sustaining fission was a little less 
than 15% and as observed fiom the figure, the critical core thickness was less than 1.5 
meters for the limited range of 12% to 28% porosity. For higher U02 concentrations, 
reactor operation was much less affected by porosity. A core with a thickness of less than 
0.5 meters and a 45% concentration of U02 could sustain fission with porosity levels of 
27% to 67%. 

Change in k, with Pore Saturation 

All of the information presented so far assumed that the pores in the sandstonelUO2 
mixture were l l l y  saturated. As heat was generated, the density of water in the pores 
would have decreased. How did this affect reactor operation? It is assumed that the 
decrease in water concentration in the core due to heat caused the reactors to be self- 
limiting. As heat removed water fiom the pores, the moderating affect of the water was 
diminished. This in turn decreased the neutron flux in the core and reduced the heat 
output. Figure 11 shows the change in multiplication factor with pore saturation. 
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Figure 11 Infinite Multiplication Factor versus Pore Saturation 

The graph shows that an infinitely thick reactor of 15% UOz with a porosity of 30% 
was capable of sustaining fission with a pore saturation of over 20%. Optimal pore 
saturation was about 45%. With 20% saturation, the sandstone was capable of sustaining 
critical conditions for any uranium concentration from 15% to 45%. 

V. Conclusions 

The data presented indicates that relatively low concentrations of UOZ in sandstone 
were capable of becoming stable nuclear reactors with the high levels of natural 
enrichment found 2 billion years ago. Sandstone with its porosity of about 30% was an 
optimal medium for bringing water, a neutron moderator, and the uranium he1 together to 
sustain nuclear fission. The results also indicate that relatively thin layers of concentrated 
UOZ were necessary with a minimal thickness of about 40 cm for 45% concentration. 

The implications of these results to Yucca Mountain are not yet certain. For an 
effective enrichment of 1.5% in spent &el, for example, figure 7 indicated that a 45% 
concentration of UOZ in sandstone would have been barely sufficient to reach critical 
conditions (the natural enrichment of uranium was 1.5% about 1 billion years ago). This 
program does, however, verify that the conditions that led to the operation of the Oklo 
reactors can be predicted through 2-group reactor theory. 



The program described in this study is being modified to compute the neutron flux and 
heat generation rates firom the Oklo reactors. By combining this program with a 
computational fluid dynamics code, the convection currents produced during reactor 
operation can be predicted. The goal of continued research will be to use this information 
to predict the dissolution rates of Si02 in the reactor core and the subsequent 
redistribution of silica and U02 near the reactor. Fission product generation, decay 
product accumulation, and fissile depletion can then be modeled to compare with the 
conditions found at the Oklo sites today. By developing such a computer-based model of 
Oklo, it is hoped that a similar analysis can be applied to Yucca Mountain or any other 
proposed underground repository site to study the possibility of nuclear criticality within 
an underground repository and to model its impact on the repository performance. 
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Table A.3 - Infinite Multiplication Factor versus Porosity 
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30 1.025 
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Table A.4 - Critical Core Thickness versus Porosity 
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1.2 1.273 1.295 
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I. Introduction 

The Oklo natural reactors operated over 2 billion years ago in French Gabon, Afiica. The 
reactors generated fission products, heat. and radiation while operating at a peak temperature of 
about 350 C. The radioactive fission products can be traced today in the ore deposits surrounding 
the reactor sites. The geometry of an Oklo reactor is simpised in this analysis. Modified two-group 
neutron diffusion theory will be adapted to compute the critical core dimensions in the Oklo reactors 
as a function of material concentrations, uranium enrichment. water content, void fraction, 
temperature, and reactor geometry. 

The OMo reactors will be viewed as a 1-D problem. The reactor core or lens is identified as a 
region of sandstone containing enough UO? to support fission. This central Wab" is surrounded by 
neutron "blankets" of sandstone with a reduced UO:! conrent. The reactor core is typically 10 to 50 
cm thick. The concentration of UO:! varies substantiaily through the layers of sandstone. UO2 is 
also present at a lower concentration in the surrounding "blanket" of sandstone. The "blanket" lacks 
sufficient fissile material to sustain fission. but does contribute to the generation of neutrons and fissio 
products and reflects some neutrons back into the "core". 



II. 1L'ser Definition of the Reactor's Geometry and Properties. 

A. Define Temperature at the Reactor Horizon. 

T ~ ( 2 7 3 . 1 7  - 120).K Ambient temperature (Naudet, I 9  78). 

B. Define the Year of Reactor Operation ( negative numbers indicate B.C.). 
9 t = - 2.0.10 .years 

C. Define the Properties in the Central Core. 

1. Core water content and porosity 

= 0.3 ncore 

Fmre = 1.0 

2.  Core material composition. 

MUOZ-core =.15 

M ~1203-core = . I O  

Fe203-core = .05 

Porosity. 

I4dume fiaction of water in pores 
ffractional saturation) 

Mass fraction of U02 in solid. 

Massfractiori of AI203 in solid 

Massfraction in Fe203 in solid. 

SiO2-core = - UO2-core - Al203-co1-e - Fe203-core 

Mmsfraction of Si02 in solid 
D. Define the Properties in the Blanket. 

1. Blanket thickness. 

2. Blanket water content and porosity. 

*blanket core 

blanket = core 

Porosity. 

Volume fraction of water in pores. 
ffiactioriai saturation) 

3. Blanket material composition. 

UO2-blanket = .O1 

.21203-blanket . l o  Massj?action of Ai203  in solid. 

Mass.fiactiort in Fe203 in solid 

Massfmction of U02 in solid. 

IM Fe203-blanket = 

Si02-blanket = - UO2-blde t  - Al203-bianket - Fe203-blanket 

k?assfraction of Si02  in solid 



III. Calculate the Isotopic Properties and Fuel Enrichment. 

A. Natural Enrichment of Uranium in the Year of Operation. 

8 t halflife.235 = 7.1 '10 .years 

e o  =0.00714 t = 1996.years 

@ =0.03543 at t =-2.109 years 

B. Define the Material Densities. 

This describes the average enrichment of 
imnzium on the earth's surface todqv. 

This symbol represents the uranium 
enrichment. 

This is the actual uranium enrichment at 
the indicated time. 

g 
cm' 

pmo = 1.0.- 

A H = 1.00797.~ 

A B  = 10.811.~ 

C .  Define the Atomic Weights. 

A c r  ~ 5 1 . 9 9 6 . ~  .4fi ~ 9 1 . 2 2 , ~  

A 154.9381.~  A u235 = 235.0139.~ A A = 26.9815.~ 



A = 12.01 115.u .A Fe = 3 5 . 8 4 7 . ~  A ~ 2 3 8  138.0508.~ .A 39.102.11 

A N  = 13.0067.~ A Ni = 5 8 . 7 1 . ~  A ~ ~ 2 3 9  = 239.0522.~ A M~ 21.3 12.11 

.4 0 1 15.9994.~ .A cu = 6 3 . 5 4 . ~  .A ~i ~ 4 7 . 9 0 . ~  A Ca = 40.08.~ 

A N~ 122.98977.11 

1) Atomic weights of compounds. 

D. Material Fractions and Densities in the Core. 

1.0 - nWre 

h4 UO2-core SiO2-core ,41203-mre Fe203-core 
Psoolids_core = 

- - - 

p u 0 2  P Si02 p -41203 PFe203 

E. Material Fractions and Densities in the Blanket. 

l.O - 51anket 
p solids-blanket = - 

UO2-blanket SiOZ-blanket '* .%U03_blanket Fe203-blanket - - - 

P u 0 2  P Si02 ? .4l203 pFe203 



N. Compute the Cross Sections in the Core and the Blanket. 

X -Microscopic Cross Sections 

I Original and temperature-corrected absorption cross sections. 

corrected O a  = -- ' 

- 
;I 293.K l%isfimction corrects absorption " a 

2 'r cross secttoris for temperature mid 



o f_pu239 716-b 0' f_pu239 = corrected cr f-m39 O' pu239 = 570.726 -b - 

B. Number Densities. 

1. Compute the number densities in the Core. 

3 - 
N wo-core = 1.003-1022 -cm 

N u02-core = 6.302. IO2' .cm ' 
-- 



2. Compute the number densities in the Blanket. 

wtids-blanket .U203_blanket " v 
.A.l203_bla&er = 

A . U 0 3  

solids-blanket M Fe203blanker *-I \. 

Fe203-blanksr 
" Fe203 

C. Macroscopic Cross Sections. 

1. Absorption cross sections. 

a. In the Core. 

b. In the Blanker. 



3. Scattering cross sections 

a. Thermai scattering cross sections 

2) In the BIanket 

b. Fast scattering cross sections. 

1) In the Core: 



2 .  Macroscopic fission cross sections 

a. In the Core: 

f-F-core U02 -  ore.(@''^' f - LE35 

V. Compute the Infinite AIultiplication Factor. 

Use the foiir-fiactor formilia io determine the vahe of k:,!fin,F. 

A. For the Core 

I .  Fast Fission Factor. E. 

= 1.0 E core 

2. Thermal Utilization Factor. f. 

i,, = 0.606 



3 .  Resonance Escape ProbabilirIJ, p.  

- 141s 
h core Id4 

2 avgcore = 0.607 Average Logarirbmic Energy Decrement 

The Probabilih,: 

4. Thermal Fission Factor. q 

p = 0.9 18 

Xeutroiis produced per thermal iieutron 
dsor  bed. 



Fuirr Foetor Formvla. 

B. For the Blanket 

1. Fast Fission factor. E. 

2 .  Thermai Ctilization Factor. f. 

:a - F-blanket 

: a-F-blanket - .y a-NF-bldet 
fblanket ~ 

3. Resonance Escape Probability, p. 

k mfinitl;-core = 1.025 

.-I verae Logarrrhmic Etiergy Decrement 



The Pro babilih.: 

4, Thermal Fission Factor. q 

v u23 j = 2.43 

3 f-F-blanket 

= a-F-bIanket 
9 blanket "U23.5 

Neutrons produced per rhermal neutron 
absoroed. 

F m r  F'acror Formtriu. 



VI. Compute the Critical Thickness for a Bare Core 

A. Geometric Buckling 

: Averase Scattering Angle Cosine 

The average cosirit' qf the scattering ai@e iti  the laboratoc3ame of reference 
is grveii by (2 3A), where A is the atomic weight of the tnicleus. 

2. Extrapolation Distance. 

0.7 1 

I: &.&-core 
d extrapolated-core 

3. Thermal Diffusion Length. 

L = 5.75-cm 



4. Yon-Leakage Probability for Fast Neutrons 

E o  1I .MeV 

a. Number of Collisions to Thermaiize 

n f-sore = 28.826 

b. Slowing Down Length for Fast Neutrons 

= 9.264 .cm L s.wre 



5 .  Compute the Geometric Buckling. 

.MiLgration Length. 

1 
cm 

B core =0.01533 .- 

B. Compute the Critical Bare Core Thickness. 

thickness bare core = 216.23.cm - 



1.m. Caicuiate the Criticai Thickness for the Blanketed Core 

.A. Geometric Buckling for the Blanket 

1 .  Average Scattering Angle Cosine. 

2. Extrapolation Distance. 

0.7 1 

3 tr.th-blanket 
e.xtrapoiated-blanket I 

3. Thermal Difision Length in the blanket. 

1 

. " c  tr.th-blaniiet'l a-blanket . 

blanket 



1. Number of Collisions to Thermaiize 

2.u 2.u 
- 3.0 s.f-o' 1 - - 

tr.f-Fe203-blanket Fe203 - blanket' "' s.f-Fe' - - ~ , A F ~  3.A 0 

5. Slowing Down Length for Fast Neutrons. 



6 .  Compc:e the geometric buckling for rhe blaikred core 

B. Calcuiate :he Critical Thickness 

1. Define :ne rranscenaenral equation that descnces rne critical thrckness of the 
blanketed core in terms ofdifision rares ana marerial bucidings in the core and in the 
blanke: material. 

Use rhis as a "seed" to comptre the 
ha[f-thickness of a critical blanketed core. 

thrcliness = ' blanket - extrapolated-blanket 

blanket'B blanket 
blaukrtedcore ' tan core dcore tanh B Slaaket thickness - - h e  

D core f3 core 

fits rrntsce?i&mal equariort was a im ied  b?. cornoznnrq soivrrig the srea& 
riezttrori a@tision eqiranoiis iii both rhe core mid iri  the blanket subject to the 
follow irig botn&F coridrtions (as shown rri ihe figtire at the erd of this secfzor?/. 

L'J  

Lil 

Dewflux IS a mmimtrm ui the ceriter ofrhe slab reactor. 
f i e  j7ux predictedfrom the equatiori.tor the core must equal the j7rix 
predicted- from the blanket eqiiutiuri ai the irirer face benveeii the core 
mzd the blanker. 
-%e neiiiron ciirrenr dr i i s~n  preaicred- %-om borh eqziations rntrst also 
q r e e  ar rhe irirerface. 
nie neiiirori ,tIiix mist he zero ar rile exrravoiated borin&n qi' the 
Slcalket. 

Diese +warions iise niso-groiip rhea? to cornmrre the biickiing i n  the core and in 
she b i m k i .  



thickness 5lanl;eted-core = 2.d blanlieted.core 

n I ,, - -60 { 
I 
! 

2 .  Plot out the transcendental equation as a hiction of the criticai core naif-thckness. 

t .n nn 250 

-. 
Blanketed Core Half-Thickness 

_.  c n  

i -150+ 
I 

-"" 

d 
Core Half-Thiches i cm) 

C. Summan. of the Results 

= O  01333*cm-! core 

k infiniFeCore = 1.025 

thickness bare-core = 216.23.cm 

reactor-savmgs = thickness bare-core - thickness blde&-corr: 

reacror-sa\mgs = 8.613-cm 



REFLECTOR 

REFLECTOR 
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r e ;  l e c t o r  

I 

‘ reciector 



\XI. Yeutron Flux and Neutron Current Density Distributions 

A. Seutron Flux. i (z) .  

The neutron flux is plotted below along rhe z- xis ;i-'nich passes through 
the centeriine ofthe core slab. 

g = bldeted.core 

Neutron Flux rn Blanketed Reactor 

L 
' 00  '50 11 

- 2 0  -100 I50 -100 -50 50 100 150 



B. Keutron Current Densitv. J, (z) 

The neutron current derisrn/. J ,  is a vector qucnitrn* p ' e n  as the slim qf 
cornpoiierrts it1 the x,y, aiid z directions. J z k )  rep-eserits the rier-flow of neutrons 
irz the positzve z-direction per ti it it  area per rutit time. 

1 Plot the current density, J,(z), in the z-direction along the cenrerline of the core 
siab. Note that the current derrsrty decreases IO zero at the bounaarres o f  
the bIiniket located at A 7 total- 

-- 

I 
i 

__ - ,/' 
___- 

_____ __-- 
\ ,/I 

.- 
i 
I 
- 

z = 103.793.cm z total = 205.335.cm 

J: 

-4 

- .- 
n 0.01 
E 
J 

2 - 0.005 - 

-0.01 



E. Units 

A. Define New Units 

g- 1M 

N Par 1 .- 
2 m 

MeV 5 I .602 10.10- 13 .  J 

B. Define Constants. 

s=  IT 

barns- b 

C s K  

amu=u 

erg= 1.dyue-cm newton = 1 0'. d>ae 

ergs 3 erg N =_newton 

years- 365243600. s \-ear-years 

kelvin 5 K 

Avagacfro's iVumber in atoms per gram-mole. 

Chzversai G a  Constant. 

Boltzmarui c -oristanr. 
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Overview 

It has often been noted that 10 CFR 60 
mandates that nuclear criticality must be 
controlled in an underground repository at 
Yucca Mountain and during the handling or 
storage of spent nuclear fuel. Not everyone 
employed on the Yucca Mountain Project is 
a "nuclear engineer" and yet those with a 
scientific or engineering background should 
understand what the concept of criticality 
implies. If you want a brief overview of 
this phenomenon, please keep reading! 

The Building Blocks of Matter 

All materials on earth are composed of 
electrons, protons, and neutrons. While 
neutrons and protons have roughly the same 
mass, it would take 1836 electrons to equal 
the mass of one neutron. The number of 
electrons surrounding an atomic nucleus, 
however, governs the chemical behavior of 
the nucleus. To maintain a neutral charge 
on an atom, stable atoms have an equal 
number of electrons and protons. Elements 
are defined by the number of protons in the 
nucleus and are listed on the periodic charts 

that we all remember from high school 
chemistry. Neutrons have no charge and 
they do not effect the chemical behavior of 
an element. For this reason, elements may 
be composed of isotopes containing the same 
number of protons, but varying numbers of 
neutrons. 

Hydrogen is a good example of an 
element with several isotopes. As seen in 
frgure l(a), for example, we are most 
familiar with a hydrogen atom composed of 
one electron and one proton. The electron 
actually forms a "probability cloud" about 
the nucieus and doesn't f o b v  the simple 
orbit as shown. The chemid behavior of 
hydrogen is due to the ability of the electron 
to form ionic or covalent honds with the 
electrons of other atoms. To clearly identify 
this "isotope" of hydrogen, we canindicate 
it as H-1. This identifies the element as 
hydrogen and specifies that it has one 
nucleon. A nucleon is defined as either a 
neutron or a proton. Figure l(b) shows the 
next isotope of hydrogen, indicated as H-2. 
This isotope has one electron, one proton, 
and one neutron. The neutron does not 
change the chemical behavior of the atom; 
it still acts like hydrogen. Another name for 



this isotope is deuterium. Detterium fvrms 
the basis for the "heavy water" used in 
certain Canadian reactors (and the plot for 
some movies about World War 11). The 
proton and the neutron in the nudeus orbit 
each other in a complex "distribution cloud" 
similar to that of the electrons, 

Radioactive Decay 

Electrons orbiting a nucleus have discrete 
energy levels. If radiation strikes one of 
these electrons, the electron will increase its 
orbit to a higher energy level, The W o n  
will "relax" to its original orbig (OT quasum 
mechanical state) by releasing a pkxoa A 
photon is a basic quantity of electromagnetic 
radiation. The energy level of a photon 
identifies it as infrared radiation, visible 
light, ultraviolet radiation, or x-rays. A 
similar thing happens if yau disturb the 
nucleons in the nucleus. Since the energy 
levels in the nucleus are quite a bit higher 
than in the "electron cloud," a nucleus 
releases when it relaxes to its 
original state. Gamma rays are very intense 
photons of electromagnetic radiation with 
energy levels that can be thousands of times 
greater than that of x-rays. 

Radioactive decay occursin the nuclei of 
An unstable isotopes that are unstable. 

hydrogen  

nucleus may decay by releasing gamma rays, 
electrms, neutrons, and even antimatter 
pmic1es. Radioactive decay can also release 
quite a b  of energy from the nucleus. This 
energy appears in the form of the kinetic 
energy of the ejected particles. 

- A third isotope of hydrogen is shown in 
figure l(c). This is H-3, or by its common 
m e ,  tritium. The two extra neutrons make 
this isotope unstable. 

We quantify the decay rate of an isotope 
in terms of its half-life. The half-life of an 
isotope Is defined as the time that it takes for 
50% of the isotope to decay into so= other 
isotope. As shown in figure 2, tritium has 
a half-lifeof 12.6 years. Et takes 12.6 years 
for half of a 1 kiIogram sample to decay 
away. Eventually, tritium decays into 
Helium-3 and releases electrons (called 13 or 
beta particles) and a lot of kinetic energy. 
After IO half-lives or 126 years, essemially 
all of the tritium is gone. 

Radioactive isotopes are called 
r a d i m s ~  - . Half lives of radioisotopes 
may rangefiom microseconds to billions of 
years. FOF example, the half-life of Pu-239 
( p W m n )  is 24,360 years. The haif-fife 
of U-238 (uranium) is 4.51 billion years. 
Generatfy, the longer the Mf-life, the lower 

. .  

de u t e 1- ium tritium 

i a )  

Figure 1 -- Isotopes of Hydrogen 
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Figure 2 -- Radioactive Decay of One Kilogram of Tritium (H-3) 

the e c t l  'vitv of the isotope meaning that 
it is "safer" to be around. Certain elements 
in our own bodies, such as carbon and 
potassium, contain radioactive isotopes. 

Nuclear Fission 

As you go down the periodic chart from 
light nuclei like hydrogen t o  heavy nudei 
such as uranium, the stable elements itre 
composed of an increasing ratio of rieffftoRs 
to protons. Helium, for exampk+ is 
composed of two protons and twuneutrms. 
Uranium 238 is composed of 92 proto~ls 
with 146 neutrons. 

Some isotopes of uranium andplum& 
are extremely unstable. When these nuclei, 
called fissiles collide with a low energy 
neutron, they violently break a p t  forming 
two large fission neutrons, 
electrons, gamma rays, and other SU-K 
particles. Each particle carries m y  a 
certain amount of kinetic energy from this 
explosive event. The amount of kinetie 
energy released in the fission of one atrun of 
U-235 is roughly equivalent to the energy 
released by breaking over 1O,ooO,ooO 
chemical bonds in a hydrocarbodoxygen 
mixture. 

Sevemi isotopes make excellent fissionable 
fuel, including: U-233, U-235, ptt-239, and 
Pu-241. All we need is an i& source of 
neutrons and the chain reactim is off and 
running, As seen in figure 3@, if a slow 
(Eeferreb to as a "thermrb" neutron) is 
absorbed by a nucleus of U-235, it becomes 
an "exited nucleus" as seea ER figure 3(b). 

Within a microsecond, theexcited nucleus 
breaks apa-rt releasing two or m neutrons, 
as welf as other particles, 'EBe released 
neutrons are important. They are very 
energetic and must be "sbwed dmn" before 
they can go on to cause other U-235 nuclei 
to fissiun. Neutrons are siwed down by 
albwlng them to collide with atoms that 
have m € e i  with neariy the stme mass as a 
neutron, In each collision, the a neutron 
looses a'fraction of i s  kinetic energy by 
momentum transfer in much the same 
manner that billiard balls do during a game 
of pool. Light atoms, like hydrogen and 
helium, make ideal &rat0 rs to serve as 
st&mmnie counterparts t e t k  billiard balls. 
Without a moderator, the highly energetic 
neutrons created by fission will Iikely leak 
out of the uranium fuel and never go on to 
cause a new fission. 



t a )  Before Fission: A slow neutron strikes 

a fissile nucleus. 

3 
4 

-\, 

i U-235 , 
I 

(b) .An "excited" nucleus results rhat 

c-lirkly undergoes fission. 

(c) Fisslon produces fission fragments. 
subatormc particles. and a lot of energye 

4 

E,/ y-rays /' ~ 

elecuons 

/9 
k' 

Y 

Fragment 

W moderators itEen't hard to find. 
Water woT$s quite w& since it has a lot of 
kydzoge~. Hydrogen has a light nudeus 
cmrqmed of a single praton with TOU@L~Y 
the same mass as the incoming neutron. 
Anotkr indicator of a good modemor is 
that it doesnot readily ahsorb slow nwtrons. 
The probability that an atomic nuclew will 
absorb a neutron is expnzsscd in terms& a 
G- which is analogous to a &qet 
area with the rather odd units of b. 

Kat least one neutron slows downenough 
to cause fission and strikes another 
fissionable nucleus, the fission peess  
repeats and forms a r e a c m  If 
neutrons "I& out" of tke nudear fueI or are 
absorbed by some non-fissionable atom, they 
cannot contribute to the continuation of the 
chain reaction and are considered lost. 

Remember the two large fission 
reieased during the fission of a single atom 
of uranium? As seen in figure 3(c), each 
fragment shares a littte less than half of the 
mass-of the original "fissile" nucleus, There 
is quite a range of different nuclei created, 
They all tend to have an  excess of mutams 
in their nuclei and they get rid of these 
neutrons by radioactively decaying. These 
fission fragments form the radioisotopes in 
spent fuei that make it so radioactive. It 
~WRS out that fresh uranium oxide fueLreaily 
isn't that radioactive and doesn't get that 
way until it has been exposed to the high 
rn- found in a nuclear reactor core. 

Figure 3 - The Fission of 
a Uranium-235 Nucleus 



Nuclear Criticality 

In a nuclear reactor operating at a steady 
power level, the fission or chain reaction 
process is continuous and no external source 
of neutrons is necessary to keep $re- reactor 
going. In commercial reactors, the vast 
amounts of kinetic energy released dmkg 
fission is used to heat water mto- steam to 
drive steam turbines and to malie eIwtri&y. 
In a commercial reactor, we &y want to 
sustain a chain reaction. In the Yucca 
Mountain spent fuel, we want to avoid it. 

retatbskip between criticality and kW If 
the chain reaction is- increasing in its 
reaetim me then the reactor is supercritical 
anrt & is- greater than 1-. This is a nurmal 
~ m m c e  when the power level of a 
reamor is increased or the reactor is started 
up for the first time, Criticality in a 
akmer-Eial nuclear reactor is contrdledby 
moving control rods made up of strong 
neutron absorbers, such as cadmim and 
hafnium, Boron "shims" are also used in 
fresh reactor fuel. 

Yucca Mountain 
Spent  Nuclear Fuel N u d e a r  Reactor 

Nuclear Reactor 
during Star tup  

(a )  Spent fuel must 
remain suocrirical. 

k ..< 1 i ' rr  

(b) N u t t e a r  reactors operoie 
at  critical conoitions o u r i s  
norma operations- 

k eff = 1 

(c) During startup, reactors 
operate under suoercritical 
conditians. 

eff ' ' 
Figure 4 -- Relationship Betareeak-aad Criticality 

To sustain a chain reaction, thereaetor 
fuel must become critical. For safkty, 
Yucca Mountain wastes must remain 
subcritical. In the case of a nuclear weapon, 
the mixture of fuel is supercritical. 

We can qyantify the level of criticality by 
using the quantity b. This is called the 
effective neutron multiplication factor, This 
may Seem a complicated name, but it d y  
represents the ratio of neutrons in- one 
generation to the number in the previous 
generation. Figure 4 graphically shows the 

Why is Criticality an Important Issue 
at YuccaMountain? 

Now that we have an idea what 
"criticality" means, why is it of such 
importance in the design of the Yucca 
M ~ d n  Repository? Federal law 10 CFR 
60; 13 %fa) dictates that the "multiplication" 
factor cannot exceed 0.95 during 
transportation, storage, or disposal unless at 
least "two unlikely events occur, 
simukaneously" . Remember that s p M  fuel 
is in the form of fuel assemblies that were 



designed with the optimal geometry tu leati 
to criticality (b 2 1) when flwded with 
water. 

What Happens if a Chain EactiOn 
Does Occur in Spent Nuclear Foel? 

The law is based on the miieem that a 
critical ity event could occur drat would 
result in the release of large anmussof heat 
and radiation. If such an event occurs 
during long term disposal, the spent fuel 
may become a brand new source of 
dangerously radioactive fissian producrs, 
This would complicate the god e€ Fegulating 
re€eases of radionuclides from therepository 
into the environment. In certab simations, 
a criticality event may lead- tw a "steam 
explosion" where the energy &!ased by 
fission could cause water to fIasfr into steam 
violently carrying radioaaive f i s h  
products away from the fission sowee. 

There are some natura€ exafflgles of 
criticality events that have oaxnxed within 
subterranean strata of u-&- ore. 
These natural reactors existed the Oklo 
uranium mining site in French Gabon, 
Africa over 2 billion years- age These 
reactor sites were discovered irr 19272 by 
French scientists. Some of the kRowkdge 
gained from the site have inclmkf the 
conclusion that radionuclides did mmnigrate 
very far from the location of &e l"eaem8ps. 
When operating at critical cadi- 
relatively low amounts of heat were released 
and radioactive fission prcxiuas were 
created. 

How Can Criticality be Avoided? 

There are ways to decreaserhedmceuf 
a "criticality event". First, we cae sepmxe 
the individual spent fuel assemtrfi.essw that 
neutrons tend to "leak" into the envhxment 
before they could cause fission- in the fuel. 

This is difficult due to the large number of 
assmbks that must be disposed of. 
Another control method is to Clo whatever is 
possible to- keep water away from the spent 
€id since it is such a great moderator of 
nemwns (remember that a "modemtor" 
slows dawn neutrons to enhance fission). 
Ok reason that Yucca Mountain was chesen 
for site characterization is that the water 
tabk is well below the repository. 

A third technique for "criticality mml"  
is to add Deutron poisom. These "poisons" 
are strong neutron absorbers that decrease 
tke number of neutrons available to- go-on 
d. cause fission. Neutron poisons mnge 
from common elements like boron to-toxic 
metafs such as cadmiurqand e x p e n h  mre 
e;uths as samarium, hafnium, and cur-. 
Unfortunately, although bmm is 
inexpensive, it is very water soluble and 
may diffuse from the MPC during long-term 
==%e* 

Another thing in ourfmr that hAps us 
avoid a criticality event isthe fact that much 
of the fissile uranium in fresh fuel is bmgd 
mcturing the actual operation of the nuclear 
mictor. The decrease in frssiiie 
c x m c e n e  makes spent fuel less of a 
critkdity concern thaa fresh &el. 
ullfartuw, the remaining fissile takes a 
fortg time to radioactively decay. The 
ekmge infissile uranium within spent fuel 
aver a period of one miniDn years. barely 
tzhanges. Fissile plutmium, however, 
decays morerapidly. 

To comply with federal law and to ensure 
safety, the design of the repositmy and the 
treatment of spent fuel during & phases of 
reposkuy operation will treat nuclear 
eriticdity with a gre;tt: de& of care. 
A€thugh COmmerciaI nuckarrezcctor fuel 
was designed to optimk &e ckances of 
criticafity, there are sa& a d  effective 



techniques available to the repsitery 
scientists and engineers to axid suchan 
occurrence. 

For further information, pleaseckeckQut 
the publications indicated at the refereRees 
and thank you for spending the time to read 
through this review. Criticality promises to 
be an important issue during the site 
characterization and licensing of our xmiaa' s 
first high-level nuclear waste reposiq-and 
we should all be familiar with i t s  
significance. 
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Concentration of Fissiie Plutonium and Uranium 
Due to Burnup and Enrichment 

Abstract 

This report summarizes the relative concentration of important uranium and plutonium 
isotopes in spent nuclear &el. This data is presented as a function of the initial enrichment 
of the fuel and of the burnup. The burnup is used to quante  the length of time that the 
fuel remained in the reactor and the amount of fissionable material subsequently 
consumed. 

Introduction 

During the normal operation of a nuclear reactor, the concentration of fissile uranium 
(U-235) is reduced due to nuclear fission and new fissile material in the form of Pu-239 is 
created. Plutonium posses a health risk due to its toxicity and radioactivity. Pu-239 also 
poses a security threat since it can sustain a chain reaction. The relative concentrations of 
the plutonium isotopes in nuclear waste are an important concern since it is possible to 
chemically remove plutonium from spent nuclear he1 rods. A critical mass of fissionable 
plutonium can be accumulated from spent fuel without the expensive equipment required 
to enrich natural uranium. 

Fissiles 

Nuclear fission occurs in several isotopes of uranium and plutonium called$s.szZes. U- 
235 and Pu-239 are two fissiles that exist in significant quantities in spent nuclear fuel. U- 
235 is a naturally-occurring isotope of uranium. Natural uranium as mined today contains 
0.714% U-235 and 98.6% U-238. Special facilities are used to enrich the relative 
concentration of U-235 to about 3% to manufacture fuel for commercial nuclear reactors. 
This is necessary to ensure that commercial he1 can sustain a chain reaction when natural 
or “light” water is used as a neutron moderator. 

The following isotopes are identified as fissiles capable of sustaining a chain reaction: 
U-233, U-235, Pu-239, and Pu-241. Of these, the last three isotopes occur in measurable 
quantities in spent nuclear fiel. 

Fertiles 

When fast neutrons are absorbed by U-238, the resulting nucleus of U-239 
radioactively decays and eventually produces fissile Pu-23 9. During reactor operation, a 
significant amount of Pu-239 is bred from U-238. For this reason, U-238 is referred to as 
a fertile isotope capable of breeding new fissile material. Other fertile isotopes include: 
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Th-232, U-234, Pu-240, and Pu-242. During normal reactor operation, U-238 is depleted 
and Pu-240 as well as Pu-242 are created. 

Plutonium Concerns 

Plutonium poses a significant hazard to health and security. It is toxic and the 
radioactive emission of alpha particles by plutonium can lead to lung cancer, if the 
substance is inhaled. Plutonium isotopes pose a terrorism threat since they can be 
chemically separated fiom spent fuel and can be fabricated into fission weapons. 

Burnuo 

During the operation of a nuclear reactor, neutrons are absorbed by U-235 causing the 
uranium nuclei to become unstable. These unstable nuclei undergo fission by breaking 
apart into subatomic particles and by releasing a considerable amount of energy. Reactor 
operation depZetes the relative concentration of U-235 to U-238 and eventually the he1 
must be replaced. The total amount of energy retrieved fiom a single fuel assembly during 
reactor operation is expressed in megawatt-da;vs and it is an indication of the number of 
atoms of U-235 consumed by fission to create this energy. The amount of energy released 
by fission fiom one he1 assembly is a function of the amount of uranium in the assembly 
expressed in metric tons of uranium or A4TU. A metric ton equals 1000 kg of mass. The 
usage of nuclear he1 is expressed in terms of the burnup defined as the energy released 
per metric ton of uranium in units of MWDMTU. The burnup also gives us an idea of the 
buildup of radioactive fission products and actinides in the fhel. 

Concentration of Isotopes in Spent Fuel 

To demonstrate the accumulation of new isotopes in spent nuclear fuel, consider a 
typical PWR (pressurized water reactor) fuel with an initial enrichment of 3%. Assume a 
burnup of 30,000 MWD/MTU. The isotopic concentration is shown in figure 1.  

High concentrations of zirconium are present due to the zircaloy cladding. A total of 65% 
of the material is fertile U-238. As shown in the figure, small quantities of a wide range of 
isotopes are generated by nuclear fission and the decay of fission products. The majority 
of the isotopes shown in figure 1 are radioactive and eventually decay into stable isotopes. 

The relative concentration of uranium and plutonium isotopes are given in table 1. 
Quantities are expressed in grams per metric ton of heavy metal and as a percentage of the 
total amount of uranium and plutonium. 
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Isotopic Concentrations in Spent Fuel 
(20 Year Old PWR Fuel, 30,000 MWDIMTU, 3% Initial Enrichment) 
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Figure 1 Isotopic Concentrations 

Table 1 Concentration of Uranium and Plutonium Isotopes 

For spent fuel with an initial enrichment of 3% and with a burnup of 30,000 
MWD/MTU, the concentration of fissile U-235 has dropped to 0.82%. At the same time, 
fissile plutonium has accumulated so that 0.53% of all U+Pu is Pu-239. This table is 
shown graphically in figure 2.  
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Concentration of Uranium and Plutonium in Spent fuel 
(20 Year Old PWR Fuel, 30,000 MWDIMTU, 3% Initial Enrichment) 
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Figure 2 Uranium and Plutonium in Spent Fuel 

The concentration of plutonium isotopes in spent fiel is of great concern due to its 
hazardous nature and both fissile and fertile forms of this element are found in nuclear 
waste. The concentrations of plutonium isotopes will be presented in the next section as 
hc t ions  of fiel burnup and initial enrichment. 

Analysis 

The LWR Radiological Database program from Oak Ridge National Laboratory was 
used to compute the relative abundance of plutonium and uranium isotopes in spent fiel. 

Results 

Uranium Isotopes 

In fkesh hel, U-235 is the only fissile isotope. As the reactor operates, this isotope is 
depleted as shown in figure 3. 

Plutonium Isotopes 

At the same time that the concentration of fissile U-235 is decreasing due to fie1 
burnup, the concentration of fissile Pu-239 is increasing as seen in figure 4. 
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Fissile Uranium "Enrichment" 
(20 Year Old PWR Fuel, 30,000 MwD/MTU, 3% initial Enrichment) 

Figure 3 Change in U-235 Concentration with Burnup and Initial Envirnment 

FlsrY. Plutonium "EnrkhmK 
(20 Ymr Old PWR Fuel, 30,OOO W / M W ,  3% Lnttial Enrichment) 

Figure 4 Increase in Pu-239 with Burnup and Initial Enrichment 
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Figure 6 Fissile Ratio versus Initial Enrichment and Fuel Burnup 

Ratio of Plutonium Isotoues 

Plutonium can be chemically separated fiom the uranium in spent fuel and presents a 
security risk. The fissile uranium content in spent he1 may only be about 0.8% and 
expensive enrichment equipment is necessary to increase the levels of U-235 to the level 
necessary to fabricate a weapon. Plutonium, on the other hand, contains a siccant 
quantity of fissile Pu-239. Figure 7 shows the ratio of Pu-240 to all plutonium found in 
spent fuel. 

Fertile Pu-240 builds up as &el burnup increases. There is very little change in the 
relative ratios of plutonium due to initial &el enrichment. Remember fiom figure 2 that 
Pu-239 and Pu-240 are the only plutonium isotopes found in significant quantity in spent 
&el. For 3% enriched, 30,000 MwD/MTu spent fuel, approximately 74% of all of the 
plutonium is fissile Pu-239. 
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Figure 7 Plutonium 240 Content in Spent Fuel 

Conclusions 

The data presented in the previous sections demonstrate that, although the 
concentration of fissile uranium decreases in spent %el with fuel burnup, fissile plutonium 
is generated by the absorption of fast neutrons by U-238. Most of the plutonium is Pu- 
239, a dangerous fissile that can be removed &om spent he1 chemically without expensive 
enrichment facilities. The results can be used to assess the relative amounts of Pu-239 and 
Pu-240 in spent fie1 as a fbnction of initial enrichment and burnup. 
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Appendix A 

A.l Equation Used in the Contour Plot 

ratio(x,y) = 0.1107146490944757 + 1.502251601789667*10-5 *y 
+ 1.42750729103769*10-9*$ + 0.1 12646589149268*x 
- 1.41 1864237452843*10"*~*~ 
- 8.3 13 46689 179 1442* 1 O'"*X*$ 

YO initial enrichment - - where, X 

Y bumup w / M T u )  - - 
ratio = g-Pu23 9/g-u23 5 

A.2 Tabulated Results Used in Generating the Graphs 
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